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Abstract 
 
The 20th century Spanish sound history has been preserved in digital format and can now be 
consulted online through intranet. This is a pioneer project in the broadcasting industry 
around the world finished in December 2002. The Radio Nacional de España (RNE) sound 
archive has been massively digitized and several applications to access this information online 
have been developed. This archive is considered the most important audio archive in Spanish 
language in the world. Special innovation has been used in four areas: the development of a 
complex system designed for the supervision of the project defined workflow, the creation of 
a solution for the massive and automatic importation of the contents in CD format, the 
definition of an algorithm that maximizes the documental information to be inserted in the 
metadata file of the documental typology and the usage of information technology 
longitudinal tape to store the content. Successful team work was implemented by RNE sound 
archivists, documentalists, audio engineers and IT professionals; IBM Global Services 
consultants, digitization operators and systems engineers; IBM product managers and sales 
representatives. 
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IMPORTANCE OF THE AUDIO DIGITIZATION PROJECTS 
UNESCO [1] “urges its Member States… to assume responsibility of ensuring the 
identification, preservation and transmission to future generations of the digital heritage 
produced on their territory…, and to promote the use of open standards… in conjunction with 
the IT industry”. 
Long-term preservation of audiovisual data is hopeless: the carriers are unstable, the 
commercial lifetimes of the formats seem to become shorter and shorter, and the amount of 
data to be stored increases every day. The solution lies with automatically accessible, self 
controlling and self re-generating archival systems, also known as digital mass storage 
systems (DMSS). The features of such systems are [2, 3, 4]: 
 
• The management of audiovisual data as computer files in mass storage systems, 
e.g. libraries or robotics of magnetic tape cartridges. 
• An open file architecture to accommodate all audiovisual data together with 
catalogue/content information and written text (metadata). 
• The access time of such systems is not of major importance. 
• Data integrity is controlled automatically, and copying of the information onto 
new carriers is done automatically before mistakes cannot be fully corrected. 
• Once new storage media and systems are available due to technical 
development, automated migration will be implemented. 
 
Similar observations are done in IASA [5], a ten sheet must-read paper for  this topic. 
The benefits of using a networked radio station with digital mass storage versus using a 
conventional radio sound archive are broadly described in [4, 6]. 
A survey done with ten broadcasters in Europe [7] indicates that the audio holdings are 
mainly in quarter inch tapes and shellac & vinyl discs, besides cassettes, DAT, CD, minidisks 
and Tandberg QIC cartridges. 
 
RNE SOUND ARCHIVE 
The RNE sound archive has a very high historical value that includes 1,400,000 sound 
records that are equivalent to 190,000 recorded hours and that were located in thousands of 
square meters in linear shelves in the Radio House cellar in Madrid. 
This archive is part of the Spanish and European national heritage because it has oral 
testimonies, as well as broad recorded performances and concerts for the 20th century 
historical, cultural and society study. This archive is considered the most important audio 
archive in Spanish language in the world. 
The RNE digitized archive contents include items previous to the radio broadcasting in 
Spain, such as the testimonies of the Austrian Emperor Francis Joseph (1889), Thomas 
Edison (1898), Emperor William II, first world war declaration and Lenin speaking to the 
attendees at the III International (1919). In addition, the contents include many oral 
testimonies of key persons in 20th century. So it may be noticed the different Hitler voice 
tone in 1936 and in his last speech in 1945. Also it includes many classical music concerts 
recorded live by RNE, as well as a broad collection of international pop music. 
 
PROJECT OBJECTIVES AND DESCRIPTION 
The three objectives of the projects are: 
 
• Preserve the entire historical heritage by digitizing the contents. Although the 
RNE’s security and environmental control systems guarantee the optimal 
conditions in the preservation of this kind of material, the current analogue 
media may have magnetic emulsion degradation over time, and this may be 
evident in the appearance of audible sound distortions that affect the 
intelligibility of the voice content or the quality of the music records. Other 
problems are the unavailability of player equipment for some of the media. The 
technological obsolescence that has accelerated in recent years forces new 
equipment to replace the old material,  and requires maintenance of old players 
to read the old media format. 
• Create a new online multi-user environment for access to the archive 
collection. The use of this collection required the search of the desired content 
through a documental application that might be accessible from any RNE LAN 
workstation, including powerful tools for the reference search. Nevertheless, 
once the content reference was identified,  it was required to walk up to the 
central warehouse, fill out  a lending request and take the material in-situ if it 
was  already on loan to another user. In order to minimize this problem several 
copies of each document were stored which represents an additional cost. Now, 
once the content reference is identified it may be heard in preview mode or 
requested as a file download to the local PC and everything from the 
documentalist desk. Once it has been decided the audio file will be broadcast, it 
is exported directly to the Broadcasting application, without format change. 
• Change the current RNE process for the incorporation of new entries. New 
applications have been created that allow the massive incorporation of material 
in digital format into the sound archive, as well as the digitization of new 
analogue entries. The metadata associated with each file are processed in the 
content catalogue in both cases, unifying the file formats ultimately stored in 
the archive. 
 
WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT APPLICATION 
It was necessary to define a work process and workflow for the digitization process 
management. In addition, a new collaborative tool was developed based on Lotus Notes 
shown in figure 1. Previous approaches were much less detailed and with less quality control 
than in RNE [8]. 
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FIGURE 1 – WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT STEPS USED IN THE DIGITIZATION 
PROJECT 
 
The process is described as follows: 
 
• The sound archive documentalists select in the documental database the 
documents to be digitized during the week. 
• A data exchange file is generated from the documental management legacy 
application that is read by the Lotus Notes application, where it is included the 
material data to be digitized and the associated documental data. 
• The Lotus Notes application generates from this information different work orders. 
A work order is the work description to be made by a digitizer and includes the 
required information so the digitizer identifies the material to be digitized. 
• The shift coordinator distributes the work orders between the 10 operators in each 
shift who receive the diary work description to be made at his desk. 
• The operators reproduce the material monitoring the audio quality and the 
correspondence between the support and the given documental information. 
• When the operators end the digitization, metadata are inserted, the sample speed is 
changed when it is required, and compressed and linear files are created. 
• The files are sent to the central server and erased from the local workstation. 
• The shift coordinator selects the material that is going to pass an additional quality 
control test and generates the quality work orders. 
• The quality work orders are received by the two operators by shift that dedicate 
themselves exclusively to this work. Their mission is verifying the quality of the 
work already made, identifying the possible problems not detected by the 
digitization operator. 
• Afterwards the RNE documentalists do additional quality control that is useful to 
certify the work effort. 
• Once all this process is finished a data exchange file is generated that is sent to the 
legacy documental manager and informs him about the final status after the 
digitization and the real length once it has been digitized and blank spaces 
removed. 
 
The Lotus Notes application can generate a wide variety of reports related to the 
digitized material, incidents and percentage of documents tested in the quality control. 
Additionally it has been statistically modelled the digitization process to get information 
about the quality of the process, the process non- identified error probability, and the margin 
of error of these measurements. For this purpose the Alcalá University developed a complex 
statistical study. 
 
TECHNOLOGICAL INFRAESTRUCTURE 
A software and hardware structure layering of multimedia computing system is 
explained by Gladney [9], the “father of Digital Libraries”. The RNE tecchnological 
infraestructure used for the digitization process is shown in figure 2.  
 
INFRAESTRUCTURE DEVELOPED TO INCORPORATE THE ANALOGUE CONTENTS 
The incorporation of contents in analogue format was achieved using twenty Windows 
NT PCs with a Digigram PCX card based in the 56000 Motorola DSP. This card allows the 
digital recording of analogue contents with a Sound/Noise rational level lower than 88 dB and 
a Distortion/Noise level at 1 KHz lower than 84 dB. Digigram has developed a SDK named 
PCTools that allows the development of Digital Sound Processing applications. Using this 
SDK a DLL was developed that manages the signal recording from the Digigram Xtrack in 
stereo or mono, edits cuts and indices, inserts  metadata  and generates files and the file 
compression in MPEG Layer II format. 
Once the linear and compressed files are generated in the local PC using this DLL, 
they are sent to the central server using the Admira client import. Admira is software 
developed by IBM that allows the treatment of audio files and their import/export to other 
locations. 
 
                                                                          
FIGURE 2 – HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE INFRAESTRUCTURE USED IN THE DIGITIZATION PROJECT 
 
RNE bought the system configuration for the digitization project that has been 
implemented in the four year period for which it was planned. The server and storage was 
anticipated to be updated by the time the system came into production taking into account that 
the hardware doubles its capacity every year. 
The central server that receives the files is an IBM eServer pSeries with four 332 MHz, 
2 Gbytes RAM CPUs with IBM AIX 4.2 operating system. The basic software installed is 
composed by Admira Server, the Tivoli Storage Manager and the UDB DB2 database. When 
the audio files are received in the Admira Server, they are registered in the tables that later 
will be used for the search and recovery of the contents, and are sent to the Tivoli Storage 
Manager. 
Tivoli Storage Manager is a storage management system that writes the data in SSA 
disk storage devices with a RAID 5 configuration. Once these disks storage devices reach a 
migration threshold the files are migrated  to physical Magstar 3590 tapes with an 
uncompressed  capacity/cartridge of 20 GB. 
These tapes are stored in the IBM 3494 linear automated tape library  with a capacity 
of 3,190 cartridges that allows storage of up to 590,000 audio hours in MPEG Layer II 
format. Access time to data is less than 90 seconds as it was specified in the RNE request for 
proposal.  The reason for using two storage hierarchies, one in disk and the other in tape, is to 
allow the existence of a cache of quick access in disk where the files are temporarily 
accessible until their migration to the tape pool when the threshold has been reached. The 
linear copy is stored in a special warehouse with physical and logical security so it may be 
used as a backup copy for the online files.  
 
INFRAESTRUCTURE FOR THE INCORPORATION OF DIGITAL CONTENTS IN A NON CD 
FORMAT  
The digital contents in a non CD format (for instance, DAT) are imported using the 
infrastructure for the digitization of analogic contents with the provision that it uses the digital 
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input from the Xtrack cards and  a specific DLL for these cases that allows the generation of 
linear and compressed files from the digital input. Therefore there is neither signal sampling 
nor a sampling coding, but it is read directly from the digital input. 
 
A COMPARISON WITH OTHER AUDIO DIGITIZATION PROJECTS  
RNE historical sound archive digitization project has a much broader scope than others 
already implemented and published [4, 10, and 11]. This conclusion is reached by comparing 
the objectives and the size of the archive. 
RNE project objectives were the following: 
 
1. Guarantee (Safeguard) the preservation of their audio heritage. 
2. Provide a multimedia environment that allows simultaneous and multi-user 
access to this material. 
3. Transform the current document management system into a WEB based 
system. 
4. Integrate with the future digital broadcasting systems currently in digital 
transformation process. 
 
This project was  more ambitious than that of the Islamic Republic of Iran 
Broadcasting (IRIB) radio [11] and more ambitious than  the Finnish radio project [10]: 
 
1. Best possible sound quality. 
2. Compatibility with existing catalogue databases. 
3. Compatibility with existing and future production systems. 
4. A two-tiered system which combines production quality sound as well as 
browsing-quality sound for quick reference. 
 
The RNE project objective is the digitization of 190,000 hours of audio recordings in 
all kind of media (700,000) made since 1937, while the Finnish Radio has 100,000 hours [10] 
and the IRIB trial project had an initial scope of only 1,200 hours of audio reel tape located in 
one of their sites where humidity and temperature are very high [11]. The result of a study 
done with ten broadcasters in Europe indicates that the holdings are about 2 million hours of 
video recordings in the ten archives [5]. RNE annual growth is expected to be between 18,000 
and 20,000 of hours of sound per year, while the Finnish Radio is expected to be between five 
and ten thousand hours, that equals up to 7 TB (1012) of storage capacity. 
Finnish Radio digitization priorities were the followings [10]: 
 
1. Frequently used items, such as the Finnish Winter War, sixty years ago, on a 
day-by-day basis, all the newscasts, the choices of well-known Finnish and 
international personalities, reports of historical events, etc. 
2. Old recordings which are approaching the end of their lifetime. Record all radio 
programmes before 1960, and afterwards the most important of the 1970s and 
so on. 
3. Digitization on demand: anybody needing a copy of a recording not available 
in other formats has ordered previously a tape copy. In the future, all such 
copying will go via digital archive. 
 
Suedwestrundfunk (SWR) ran a pilot digitization project for 4,000 audio hours starting 
in January 1996 and successfully finishing  at last by end of 1997 [4]. The aim was to find out 
whether the available hardware and software components served this purpose with justifiable 
expenditure. SWR restricted the pilot to the archival functions, which are input, storage, 
retrieval and output of audio data. 
 
The most important factors in a digital audio archive are [11]: 
 
• The quality of digital audio. 
• The audio format. 
• The storage medium 
 
MAGSTAR 3590 LINEAR TAPE CHOSEN AS THE BEST STORAGE MEDIUM  
To store and preserve information for very long term in a digital form, a physical 
storage device has to meet some criteria [4, 10, 11, 12, and 13]: 
 
• Reliability: the media does not fail when it is going to be read or written. 
• Longevity or durability: the media lasts for very long time (> 10 years). 
• Access time: the time to access one byte of data from the medium. 
• Storage capacity: the number of gigabytes that is possible to store in an 
uncompressed way in the medium. 
• The hardware must be available for several years. This means not only the 
media but also the read/write device, and maintenance parts. 
• Media must be available from several suppliers. 
 
Analogue tape (quarter-inch professional quality tape) was a good archival medium, 
but it had a life-expectancy of 50 years, and most national radio stations had them from the 
1940s [10]; regardless of  the decreasing cost of digital storage capacity. 
The best medium recommended for audiovisual massive preservation purposes is 
information technology longitudinal tape as may be concluded from several precise studies [4, 
12, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18]. Various digital linear tape drives could meet the archive 
requirements. Other technologies such as CR-R and DVD-R (helical) were not chosen due to 
the limited storage capacity and the insufficient reliability of their recording process. A-D 
converters providing 96 kHz sampling rate and 24-bit amplitude resolution are becoming 
standard. Compared to these standards, both CD and R-DAT offer less digital resolution. 
Helical scan technology is very dependant on the number of tape playbacks and has no 
reliable roadmap. 
The main conclusions for the available tapes on the date that RNE took the decision 
(1998) are: 
 
• Magstar 3590 is the most reliable tape based in the linear serpentine technology 
it uses. 
• Magstar 3590 provides the highest data rate. 
• Magstar 3590 provided the strongest and more realistic product roadmap. 
Some digitization audio projects have used other magnetic supports different from 
high quality tape: 
• CD-R in the Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting [11]. They have chosen the 
inexpensive media as a criteria that were not specified in media recording 
criteria specified by them one page before. 
• DLT7000 in the Phonogrammarchiv in Viena [17]. 
 
SWR used Magstar 3590 tapes in their pilot project [4]. 
There were other projects were the decision had not been taken yet [13]. 
The magnetic support chosen by RNE was the Magstar 3590 cartridge manufactured 
by either Imation or Emtec and may be read or written by the IBM Magstar 3590 tape drive. 
The reasons why RNE chose it were the following: 
 
1. Longevity and durability, the most important feature for RNE. 
2. It matched the 90 seconds access time required in the RNE RFP. 
3. The automation system has a dual gripper, and dual arm robot that provides 
higher reliability, availability and serviceability than the circular robots. 
4. It has a clear roadmap that has been fulfilled by IBM, allowing the investment 
protection. RNE upgraded their Magstar 3590 model B to model E in 1998 (20 
GB uncompressed data per cartridge requested in the RFP). They may be 
updated to 3590 model H after the July 2002 announcement (30 GB 
uncompressed data per cartridge). 
  
Other alternative media answering the RNE request for proposal were Redwood and 
DLT. RNE did not consider them because DLT did not achieve the requested access time and 
Redwood did not have a good reputation for reliability and has since been withdrawn from 
marketing by STK. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
The RNE Archive digitization process has been described in this paper. Tools have 
been  developed to achieve the project objectives. IBM Global Services and RNE have 
fulfilled the project on time. RNE is very satisfied with the new online service they are 
providing to their internal users, and perhaps in the future to external users. There are no 
insurmountable obstacles to tackle these kinds of projects. It is just a matter of creating a 
knowledgeable working team, planning the project well, analyzing the contents and executing 
with quality. It has now benn accomplished the objective of preserving our audio heritage. 
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